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Abstract
In this contribution, we discuss the implementation of a novel microelectromechanical-systems (MEMS)-based energy

harvester (EH) concept within the technology platform available at the ISAS Institute (TU Vienna, Austria). The device,

already presented by the authors, exploits the piezoelectric effect to convert environmental vibrations energy into elec-

tricity, and presents multiple resonant modes in the frequency range of interest (i.e. below 10 kHz). The experimental

characterisation of a sputter deposited aluminium nitride piezoelectric thin-film layer is reported, leading to the extraction

of material properties parameters. Such values are then incorporated in the finite element method model of the EH,

implemented in Ansys WorkbenchTM, in order to get reasonable estimates of the converted power levels achievable by the

proposed device solution. Multiphysics simulations indicate that extracted power values in the range of several lW can be

addressed by the EH-MEMS concept when subjected to mechanical vibrations up to 10 kHz, operating in closed-loop

conditions (i.e. piezoelectric generator connected to a 100 kX resistive load). This represents an encouraging result,

opening up the floor to exploitations of the proposed EH-MEMS device in the field of wireless sensor networks and zero-

power sensing nodes.

1 Introduction

Remote and distributed sensing is becoming the turning

point of novel applications aimed to improve people

quality of life, in particular for ageing society, through

enhanced connectivity based services. Nowadays, acro-

nyms like internet of things (IoT) (Coetzee and Eksteen

2011) and ambient assisted living (AAL) (Prescher et al.

2012) are important driving forces in research and appli-

cations. Massive exploitation of small, smart and capillary

distributed wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (Hackmann

et al. 2014), i.e. the building blocks of the afore-mentioned

scenarios, poses critical demands in terms of power

availability to ensure proper operation. Batteries [tradi-

tional or super-capacitor based (Karangia et al. 2013)] are

the most diffused solution to power sensing nodes, despite

intrinsic limitations in terms of long-time duration and

miniaturisation. On the other hand, the field of energy

harvesting (EH) (Wan et al. 2011) has proven in the last

decade to be a valuable solution to extract energy from

environmental sources, like mechanical vibrations, thermal

gradients, electromagnetic waves, etc., and to make it

available to the systems/devices to be powered. Given the

trends of integration, miniaturisation and ultra-low power

(ULP) consumption followed by WSNs applications,

microelectromechanical-systems (MEMS) technology is

being investigated to manufacture energy harvesters (EHs)

(Priya and Inman 2009), decreasing the achievable power

levels addressed by traditional devices, despite pushing
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significantly down dimensions and opening, in turn, the

floor to hybridisation of active sensing electronics and

power supply on the same chip (Iannacci 2017).

Vibration based EH, i.e. the conversion of mechanical

energy scattered in the environment into electrical energy,

represents a research stream of particular interest in mod-

ern wireless devices and networks. Starting from the mid-

90s, the interest of research commenced to focus on the

realisation of energy autonomous strategies for electronic

devices. The solution reported in Kymissis et al. (1998)

exploits a piezoelectric energy converter housed in athletic

shoes, and is one of the first relevant examples of envi-

ronmental EH devoted to powering electronic modules

(Iannacci and Sordo 2015). Since then, research on vibra-

tion based EH devices took significant steps forwards, fed

by the continuous trend of decreasing power consumption

in integrated circuits (ICs), making the scenario of self-

powered (wireless) devices (Roundy et al. 2004) and tra-

ditional batteries replacement possible. Given these con-

siderations, next challenges for vibration EHs are, namely,

miniaturisation and integration with active electronics,

opening up the floor to a massive exploitation of MEMS

and microsystems technologies.

Common vibration to electrical power conversion

methods for EH-MEMS are basically three: piezoelectric,

electromagnetic and electrostatic (Kamierski and Beeby

2010). In the first case, the piezoelectric effect is exploited

to extract electricity from the mechanical vibration of a

suspended proof mass (Erturk and Inman 2011). In elec-

tromagnetic scavengers, instead, the oscillation of a per-

manent magnet induces an electric current into a coil (Tao

et al. 2012). Finally, the electrostatic transduction is based

on charge displacement in two capacitor electrodes in

relative movement to each other (Liu et al. 2012; Iannacci

et al. 2013b; Solazzi et al. 2011). Obviously, shrinking

down dimensions from macro- to micro-domain brings a

dowry of numerous pros and cons. First, scaling down

devices footprint means reducing the harvested power, it

looking at first sight as a limiting constraint. Nonetheless,

if, on one side, supply of low-power and ULP electronics is

less and less demanding (as mentioned above), on the other

hand, development of micro-fabrication technologies

enables to enhance energy conversion efficiency of

MEMS-based vibration EHs. To this end, piezoelectric

conversion in the micro-domain exhibits power densities

that are even larger than traditional macro-devices, as

reported in Zhu (2011). Differently, electromagnetic (Cu-

gat et al. 2003) and electrostatic micro-devices are in

general less performing, despite also less mature, if com-

pared to piezoelectric solutions (Zhu 2011), and thereby

still admit considerable margins of improvement.

Another issue arising from miniaturisation of EHs is the

scaling of operating frequency. As is well-known, resonant

frequency of a vibrating device increases when its mass

and geometry are shrunk (Kamierski and Beeby 2010),

while most part of ambient vibration energy is available

below a few kHz (e.g. busy street, car engine, indus-

trial/domestic appliance, etc.) (Roundy et al. 2004). State

of the art solutions to circumvent this problem are avail-

able, them being based on up conversion of ambient

vibration frequency until reaching the converter resonance.

For instance, this is achieved by exploiting complementary

magnets (Galchev et al. 2012), or by designing the

mechanical structure so that snap (Fu et al. 2012; Zorlu

et al. 2011) and buckling induced pulses (Chamanian et al.

2012) are imposed to the micro-converter. Additional

solutions directed to widen vibration EHs spectrum of

sensitivity are also discussed in literature. By making the

elastic behaviour of a vibrating mass non-linear, the device

frequency response exhibits a chaotic behaviour (duffing

mode resonance) (Halvorsen 2013), extending the fre-

quency range of operability and, in turn, the level of

extracted power (Hajati et al. 2011; Goldschmidtboeing

et al. 2009). Moreover, tuning of EHs resonant frequency is

also studied to maximise extraction in the widest possible

range of operability (Todorov et al. 2011).

Concerning technology, the scientific literature is pop-

ulated by findings in the field of material science and thin-

film deposition techniques, resulting in relevant improve-

ments in power conversion of vibration EHs. Starting from

piezoelectric materials, the optimisation of deposition

conditions (e.g. temperature, grain growth) (Akiyama et al.

2009; Zukauskaite et al. 2012) and in patterning of layers

(i.e. interdigitated) (Chidambaram et al. 2012) reflects in

large enhancements of piezoelectric response. Concerning

electrostatic (i.e. capacitive) EHs, conversion capabilities

are importantly boosted by deposition of densely charged

electrets, i.e. permanently charged/polarised dielectric

layers (Hagiwara et al. 2012; Suzuki et al. 2011). Finally,

miniaturised electromagnetic EHs, previously considered

to be not successful because of scaling issues (Cugat et al.

2003), recently started to benefit from the development of

efficient techniques for patterning (Miki et al. 2012) and

bonding (Tao et al. 2012) of thin layers with improved

magnetic properties, increasing the magnet-to-coil cou-

pling, and, in turn, the EHs performance.

Given the rather wide scenario depicted above, the focus

of this work is confined around the operability extension of

MEMS-based harvesting devices, achieved by means of the

pronounced converter sensitivity distributed on a wide

range of excitation frequencies. This target can be reached

by referring to a couple of different fashions. On one side,

redundant employment of MEMS resonators with varied

suspended mass and/or elastic constant extends frequency

operation of the whole array (Chandrahalim and Bhave

2008). On the other hand, another viable solution consists
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in designing the MEMS mechanical structure in such a way

to exhibit a large number of resonant modes in a certain

frequency range (i.e. multi-modal resonant structure)

(Brennen et al. 1990; Casset et al. 2009).

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses the

work developed by the authors, framing the context of the

following activity reported in this paper. Section 3 briefly

introduces the technology for the fabrication of the dis-

cussed EH-MEMS concept and then focuses on the

experimental activities carried out around the characteri-

sation of thin-films with piezoelectric properties. Section 4

discusses the details concerning multiphysics simulations

of the proposed EH-MEMS concept, also comprising the

piezoelectric conversion effect and estimates of the

achievable harvested power levels. Section 5 eventually

reports some final considerations and further perspectives

for the future development of this work.

2 Developed work

The authors already discussed the development of high-

performance, wide-band MEMS-based vibration EH devi-

ces (Iannacci et al. 2014). The solution we propose is based

on a circular shaped Silicon suspended mass (diameter of

6–8 mm; thickness in the range of 300–500 lm) named

four-leaf clover (FLC). It presents multiple resonant modes

(i.e. multi-modal resonator) in the below-10 kHz vibration

frequency range, which is where most part of the scattered

energy is distributed (e.g. busy streets, car engines,

industrial/domestic appliances, etc.). The FLC EH-MEMS

is conceived to transform vibrations into electric energy

through piezoelectric conversion mechanism. Physical

samples of the sole FLC mechanical resonator have been

manufactured at the DIMES Technology Center (The

Netherlands) (see Fig. 1) and tested at Munich University

of Technology (Germany) (Iannacci et al. 2014), showing

resonances already starting from 300 to 400 Hz in ambient

pressure conditions. Finite element method (FEM) simu-

lations performed in Ansys WorkbenchTM have been con-

fronted against experimental results for validation

purposes, proving the good accuracy achievable with the

selected analysis methodology in predicting the mechanical

dynamic behaviour (i.e. resonant modes).

Optimised samples of FLC designs were realised in the

microfabrication facility of the ISAS Institute (TU-Vienna,

Austria) also including high-performance aluminium

nitride (AlN) piezoelectric layer, leading to the realisation

of complete MEMS-based EH converters (Iannacci et al.

2016), as discussed below.

3 Experimental characterisation
of aluminium nitride piezoelectric layer

A suitable technology for the manufacturing of FLC EH-

MEMS was described in Iannacci et al. (2014) and is based

on double etching (front-/back-side) of silicon on insulator

(SOI) wafers with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), for the

release of deformable springs (thin silicon) and proof

masses (thick silicon). Concerning the piezoelectric thin-

film, it has to be deposited on the front side of the device

and must be sandwiched between two metal layers (bottom

and top) in order to ensure redistribution of electrical sig-

nals. Such technology process is available at ISAS Institute

(Vienna), and the focus of this section is spent around the

experimental characterisation of mechanical properties of

sputter deposited AlN.

In order to determine the mechanical properties such as

film stress and Young’s modulus of AlN thin-films, a load

deflection method is applied. Using this approach, the

bending curve of a freestanding, circumferentially-clamped

diaphragm under a uniformly distributed differential pres-

sure load pm is measured. The pressure is applied using a

syringe pump system, which is described in more details in

Schalko et al. (2011). The bending curve is measured by a

white light interferometer from Polytec (http://www.poly

tec.com). The membrane is fabricated by sputtering a

366 nm thin AlN film on a silicon wafer covered with

Silicon oxide layer. During deposition the chamber pres-

sure was p = 6 lbar, substrate-target distance dST-
= 65 mm and plasma power P = 800 W, respectively.

Using standard processing techniques, the membrane is

created by DRIE etch step. The measurement is then

analysed using a new analytical model described in

Fig. 1 SEM (scanning electron microscopy) photograph of an FLC

physical sample (sole mechanical resonator) fabricated at the DIMES

Technology Center (Iannacci et al. 2014)
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Schalko et al. (2011). The measured bending curve is fitted

using the following polynomial expression

wðrÞ ¼ w0 1� r

R

� �2
� �

1þ
XM
m¼1

a2m
r

R

� �2m

" #
ð1Þ

with the membrane radius R, the measured bending curve

w(r) and the maximum displacement w0. The coefficients

a2m are the fit parameters, determined by the bending

shape. Using M = 2 yields a good agreement between (1)

and the measurement, as shown in Fig. 2.

Applying different pressures pm and measuring w0(pm),

the standard bulge-test equation

pmðw0Þ ¼ C1ða2mÞ
rf dw0

R2
þ C2ðm; a2mÞ

Ydw3
0

R4
ð2Þ

can be applied to determine the film stress rf and the

Young’s modulus Y. The coefficients C1 and C2 are derived

from a2m according to Schalko et al. (2011) with the

Poisson’s ratio fixed at m = 0.24 (Sah et al.2010). The film

thickness is denoted by d and measured to d = 366 nm.

Figure 3 shows an excellent agreement between measure-

ment and theory as well as a good reproducibility.

The stress is determined to be rf = (285 ± 15) MPa and

the Young’s modulus is Y = (227 ± 10) GPa. Those val-

ues are smaller than those obtained for bulk-AlN (Wagner

and Bechstedt 2002), which can be attributed to effects

related to specific microstructure and the film thickness.

4 Multiphysics simulations

As mentioned in Sect. 2, a multiphysics simulation pro-

cedure based on Ansys Workbench was set up for FLC

devices and validated against experimental results (Ian-

nacci et al. 2014). In this section, such a methodology is

exploited in order to assess the extracted power levels

achievable with the discussed EH-MEMS design concept.

As already pointed out before, full processing of physical

FLC EHs comprised of AlN piezoelectric layer is per-

formed at the ISAS Institute (Vienna) (Sordo et al.

2015, 2016a, b). Thereafter, all the simulations reported in

this section are tailored to the material properties and

geometry features typical of such technology platform.

The geometry features of the simulated FLC device are

listed in Table 1, while details of the double mass–spring

systems (m1, k1; m2, k2) realised by each petal are visible in

the schematic reported in Fig. 4.

The thickness of the FLC flexible spring parts and of the

proof masses are compliant with the SOI 4 inch wafer

typically employed at ISAS, while thickness and properties

of AlN layer are those mentioned in Sect. 3. It must be

noted that the detailed FLC configuration does not repre-

sent an optimised design but rather a pilot device that will

be further improved before being physically manufactured.

While modal (eigenfrequency) analysis allows to extract

resonant frequencies (Iannacci et al. 2013a), it does not

enable to couple the mechanical and electrical domains.

Thereafter, we chose to perform harmonic simulations with

the target to observe the FLC power output in response to a

mechanical stimulus imposed to the resonant structure.

Sketching of the parameterised 3D FLC model, definition

of boundary conditions (e.g. mechanical constraints and

stimuli) and mechanical properties of materials are man-

ageable within the Ansys Workbench environment

(ANSYS Inc. 2012a). Conversely, the piezoelectric effect

is defined in Ansys Classic. The Workbench tool offers the

possibility to integrate sets of Ansys Parametric Design

Language commands (APDL) (ANSYS Inc. 2012b) in the

simulation flow, enabling the coupled-field analysis of

piezoelectric materials. Figure 5 highlights the project tree

in the graphical user interface (GUI) of Ansys Workbench,

within which we added three sections of APDL commands

in order to model the AlN piezoelectric layer.Fig. 2 Normalised bending curve. The lines show the fit of the

theoretical model compared to pure plate behaviour

Fig. 3 Load-deflection curves measured for three different samples

showing excellent agreement between measurement and theory as

well as good reproducibility
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Such code sections are arranged as follows:

• Section 1 defined in the geometry of the project flow,

states the mechanical properties of AlN (e.g. Young’s

modulus and Poisson’s ratio) as well as the piezoelec-

tric coefficients. The AlN layer is modelled with the

SOLID226 (ANSYS Inc. 2012c) accounting for the

piezoelectric effect;

• Section 2 defined in the harmonic response of the

project flow, implements the voltage reading at the top

and bottom faces of the AlN layer and defines the load

resistor [modelled with the CIRCU94 (ANSYS Inc.

2012c) element] connected to the FLC piezoelectric

generator;

Table 1 Geometry features of

the FLC EH-MEMS simulated

in Ansys Workbench

Geometry feature Value

Suspending beam length (X-axis) 4100 lm

Suspending beam width (Y-axis) 120 lm

Suspending beam thickness (Z-axis) 20 lm

Radius of petals 4000 lm

Angular aperture of petals 30�
Length of inner flexible petals membrane (k1) along radius 1500 lm

Length of outer flexible petals membrane (k2) along radius 750 lm

Length of inner petals proof mass (m1) along radius 1000 lm

Length of outer petals proof mass (m2) along radius 750 lm

Thickness of flexible petals membranes (k1 and k2) 20 lm

Thickness of petals proof masses (m1 and m2) 350 lm

Fig. 4 Workbench bottom view of the double mass–spring system

(m1, k1; m2, k2) implemented by each petal of the FLC EH concept

Fig. 5 GUI of the Ansys

Workbench. The project flow,

where APDL commands are

inserted to model the

piezoelectric effect, is

highlighted
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• Section 3 defined in the solution part of the project

flow, finally collects all the commands necessary to

save on file the power level generated by the FLC EH at

each frequency step defined in the harmonic simulation.

The harmonic simulation of the FLC structure is con-

ducted in the frequency range from 0 to 10 kHz, where

typically environmental vibrations are scattered. Concern-

ing mechanical constraints, we anchored the four beams

ends (i.e. where the suspended structure is anchored to the

surrounding Silicon frame) and imposed a vertical dis-

placement (along Z-axis) of 30 lm to the outer circular

edge of two opposite petals, with a phase shift of 120�. This
is a reasonable first attempt to reproduce typical conditions

to which a physical FLC sample would be subjected to in a

real environment, despite other approaches for the stimu-

lation of the mechanical structure are being investigated by

the authors (e.g. imposition of acceleration and pressure or

random vibration analysis). In the case reported in this

paper, the phase shift between the displacement imposed to

the two opposite petals is introduced in order to stimulate a

deformed shape of the FLC as much asymmetric as pos-

sible. Figure 6 shows the vertical deformation (along the

Z-axis) of a point on the FLC surface chosen in corre-

spondence with the edge between k1 and m1 (see Fig. 4), as

predicted by Ansys Workbench up to 500 Hz.

At resonance (i.e. 230 Hz) the vertical displacement of

the selected point is 644 lm, showing an amplification of

the imposed stimulus (30 lm at the external edges of two

opposite petals) of more than 20 times. On the other hand,

Figs. 7 and 8 show the distribution of equivalent von-Mises

stress and shear stress (on the XY-plane), respectively,

through the overall FLC mechanical structure, as predicted

by Ansys Workbench at resonance (230 Hz).

The maximum values ranges, i.e. 360 and 155 MPa for

the equivalent von-Mises and shear stress, respectively, are

well below the critical thresholds investigated in literature

for silicon (Saif and MacDonald 1996), indicating that the

FLC mechanical structure should reliably operate in the

chosen field of application (i.e. environmental vibrations).

Looking again at Figs. 7 and 8 it is visible that, as

expected, most part of the stress is concentrated in the thin

Silicon membranes of petals (springs k1 and k2 in Fig. 4).

Figure 9 reports the power generated by the FLC EH

when mechanically stimulated as previously discussed. As

visible, at resonance the extracted power reaches a peak

value of 10.6 lW, which then drops down to a few nW up

to 500 Hz.

In order to collect more information on the energy

conversion capabilities of the FLC device, we conducted

harmonic analysis on a wider range of frequencies. Fig-

ure 10 depicts the converted power simulated in Ansys

Workbench considering the same conditions of the previ-

ous discussed analysis, this time in a frequency range up to

10 kHz.

Apart from the resonant frequency at 230 Hz, already

discussed before, the plot now exhibits two additional

resonances at 1.96 and 5.65 kHz, corresponding to peaks of

generated power of 20 lW and nearly 4 mW, respectively.

The latter mode should not be considered as exploitable,

since it leads to vertical deformations of the FLC structure

larger than 1 mm, which might jeopardise its mechanical

robustness. More interestingly, the behaviour at and off

resonance should be observed as a whole. If we arbitrarily

set a power threshold of 1 lW, as indicated in Fig. 10,

assuming it as a watershed imposed by specs, it becomes

interesting to analyse what happens around resonant peaks.

In light of this consideration, the generated power remains

Fig. 6 Vertical deformation (Z-

axis) of a point on the FLC

surface placed at the edge

between k1 and m1, predicted by

Ansys Workbench
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above 1 lW in a bandwidth of less than 10 Hz around the

230 Hz resonance. Such a bandwidth widens to about

60 Hz around the 1.96 kHz resonant mode, and becomes

nearly continuous in the 5–10 kHz range. The just dis-

cussed case represents an important indication concerning

the way multi-modal resonant response of FLC EH-MEMS

concept should be interpreted, i.e. not only focusing on

how many resonant frequencies are scattered in the range

of vibrations of interest, but paying attention to the

extracted power levels between one mode and another, as

well. This is, according to our view, the right approach to

be adopted in broadening the operability and enhancing the

performance when conceiving a novel EH device, and is

the address we will follow in the further development of

the FLC EH-MEMS design concept.

To conclude this section about multiphysics simulation

of the FLC EH-MEMS concept, a few considerations have

to be listed. As mentioned before, the analysed FLC con-

figuration has not to be considered as optimal, neither in

terms of tailoring the geometry degrees of freedom (DoFs),

Fig. 7 Distribution of

equivalent von-Mises stress

through the whole FLC

structure at resonance (230 Hz)

Fig. 8 Distribution of shear

stress (on the XY-plane)

through the whole FLC

structure at resonance (230 Hz)
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nor for what concerns the simulated model. Regarding the

first aspect, thorough parametric investigation of all the

available DoFs will be conducted prior to the fabrication of

physical samples, in order to maximise the harvested power

in the frequency range of interest, and to ensure mechanical

stability and reliability of the device as well.

On the other hand, some further developments con-

cerning the 3D model and the simulation settings them-

selves will be operated, aiming to FLC performance

enhancement and, on the other side, to a better prediction

capability of the Ansys Workbench simulation tool. In the

first place, the deployment of AlN layer above the FLC

surface will be optimised. In the simulations reported in

this paper, the piezoelectric layer was placed on the whole

top surface of the device. This represents a worst case

scenario, as it is well-known that in case of deformation in

opposite direction, like it is in the resonant mode config-

uration here discussed, charge with different sign can

accumulate on the same surface of the AlN material, giving

rise to cancellation phenomena that decrease the actual

level of power achievable by the structure (Sordo et al.

2015, 2016a, b). To avoid this problem, both in the simu-

lation as well as in the physical device, we are planning to

deposit the piezoelectric material separately on petals

surface, in such a way that each mass–spring system will

work as an independent generator.

Fig. 9 Plot of the FLC EH

output power with the generator

loaded by a 100 kX resistor. At

resonance (230 Hz) the

harvested power approaches

11 lW

Fig. 10 Plot of the FLC EH

output power with the generator

loaded by a 100 kX resistor up

to 10 kHz. The lW threshold is

indicated to help reading the

graph
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5 Conclusions and further works

In this work, we discussed ongoing activities related to the

manufacturing of high-performance MEMS-based EHs

(energy harvesters) able to convert part of the environ-

mental vibration energy into electrical power by means of

piezoelectric effect. The design concept named FLC (four-

leaf clover) and already presented by the authors, exploits

circular shaped suspended silicon mass–spring systems to

enable multiple resonant modes exploitable for energy

conversion. FLC EH-MEMS physical samples are fabri-

cated at the ISAS Institute (TU Vienna, Austria). There-

after, the simulated results presented in this paper were

tailored to the characteristics of such a technology. First,

experimental activities conducted on sputter deposited

aluminium nitride (AlN) piezoelectric thin-film layers were

reported, leading to the extraction of the typical material

parameters. Afterwards, such measured properties were

included in the Ansys WorkbenchTM finite element method

(FEM) tool in order to simulate the multiphysics behaviour

of the FLC EH-MEMS with good accuracy. Electrome-

chanical harmonic analysis shows that harvested power

levels in the range of several lW are achievable for

vibrations up to 10 kHz when the EH is operating in

closed-loop conditions (100 kX resistive load). These

preliminary results are encouraging for the further devel-

opment of the whole activity.
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